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Concurrent Fund Transfer Service (CFTS) is a fund transfer service offered by Housing Development Finance Corporation Limited (HDFC) which allows its customers to make an electronic fund transfer of up to Rs 2,00,000 (two hundred thousand rupees) funds, from their HDFC Bank account to any bank account. Customer need to submit RTGS form with
the amount to be transferred. With RTGS, a user can send or receive money only through this route. All international money transfer related charges, if any, has been included in the rate. However, the rate is applicable for funds upto Rs 2 lakh. Such service is applicable on rupee account (both savings and current) and investment accounts. Fully net RTGS
form transaction for sending funds from bank account to others is currently available only in First Generation (FDG) mode with no charges for transfers up to Rs. 2 lakh. This means that RTGS exchange and CREST trades, subject to applicable limit of Rs 2 lakh in a day, are not allowed. This is the RTGS Form to be sent for initiating a check transfer in a
bank account. Check transfers up to Rs 2 lakhs are allowed. Transaction will be initiated for as long as the minimum amount has not reached the receiver. On receiving the form, the recipient will have to enter the amount and currency in which the remittance is to be made. The form has to be filled in with the name, account number, IFSC code of the
recipient, as well as details of the branch through which the remittance needs to be transferred. The form has to be submitted at the nearest bank branch on the date indicated at the top of the form. To download the form, visit canara banks website www.canarabank.in/remit-form.asp and fill in the details and print it.
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after the report is complete, you can now upload the payment instructions to the bank portal. you can either upload the payment instructions directly to the bank portal or send it to your email and then later upload it to the bank. the bank will assign the amount to your bank account and you will get a confirmation receipt of the fund transfer. in the case
of offline rtgs fund transfer, the receiver’s branch is responsible to process the fund transfer. in the case of online rtgs fund transfer, both the sender and receiver can use any icici bank or hdfc bank rtgs enabled device to make the transaction. for offline transactions, you can use an rtgs enabled atm, post-office, teller or you can also use a rtgs enabled

pos device. in this case, the receiver’s branch has to get the neft details online and then initiate the rtgs fund transfer. the advantage of using the rtgs online system is that you can make the fund transfer within a matter of seconds. the minimum fund transfer value for this rtgs service is rs 10,000. online transactions are free. for offline transactions, you
can use an rtgs enabled pos device to initiate the fund transfer. in this case, the receiver’s branch has to get the neft details online and then initiate the rtgs fund transfer. the minimum fund transfer value for this rtgs service is rs 2 lakh. you can customize the report to generate a separate e-payment transaction report for each payee and a single report

for all payees. you can sort your data by date, sender, beneficiary and more. you can also download the report in a printer-friendly format. 5ec8ef588b
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